Assessment and Reporting Framework

Assessment for Learning
Assessment as Learning
Assessment of Learning

Vision
Our Vision
Every Parkhurst learner is literate, numerate, safe, happy and learning every day.

Tomorrow's Teaching
and Technology Today

Evidence to ...
Diagnose
Differentiate
Modify/Adapt

Every 5 Weeks

VALEs
acara
AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM, ASSESSMENT AND REPORTING AUTHORITY

Observation
Focused Analysis
Consultation
Peer and Self Assessment

C2C
DIRECT INSTRUCTION
INDIRECT INSTRUCTION
INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTION
EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTION

Direct Instruction
Indirect Instruction
Interactive Instruction
Experimental Instruction

LEARN WORKING
DIRECT INSTRUCTION
INDIRECT INSTRUCTION
INTERACTIVE INSTRUCTION
EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTION

Learning Working
Direct Instruction
Indirect Instruction
Interactive Instruction
Experimental Instruction

PARKHURST STATE SCHOOL 2015 Teachers' Assessment Schedule

PARKHURST STATE SCHOOL
2015 School-Based Assessment Schedule